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Yogyakarta’s stunning Prambanan temple
complex is a fitting backdrop for the world’s
longest-running ballet production of The
Ramayana. Arwen Joyce savours both the
show and the city’s ingrained spirituality

j u l-a u g t i g e r t a l e s

YO G YAK AR TA

Yogyakarta’s Ramayana ballet is always
performed within view of Prambanan,
Indonesia’s largest Hindu temple complex
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he young dancer closes
one eye and leans into the
mirror’s harsh fluorescent
glow. Within seconds,
another set of false eyelashes

is in place. Widya Apsari gives her eyes a
flutter and smiles. She has been playing
the part of princess-goddess Shinta in the
annual production of the epic Hindu poem,

The Ramayana, for the past three years. On
either side of her, other young women are
applying stage make-up, borrowing brushes

folklore’s most celebrated female figures.
I take my seat in the sold-out

Javanese culture. The story’s themes of good
triumphing over evil and the power of love,

and sending text messages to friends in the

amphitheatre. It’s the first Saturday of the

bravery and faithfulness are ingrained in the

final run-up to the performance.

summer season and, as has been the case

popular consciousness here.

Here in the dressing room beneath the

with every performance since 1961, the ballet

In the play’s first half, Rama undertakes

amphitheatre stage, I’m doing my best to

will be danced within view of Prambanan,

a journey deep into the forest during which

stay out of the way. As show time nears, the

Indonesia’s largest Hindu temple site. The

he fights bravely against the demons that

male performers approach the long banks

story of Prince Rama’s adventures was

have abducted his princess. Battle scenes

of mirrors and transform themselves into

likely brought to Java by Indian traders in

consist of acrobatic movements performed

princes, demons, ogres and monkeys. Before

the sixth century and it has been told and

to the beat of a percussion line played by a

Widya takes the stage, she applies the final

retold ever since. Most Indonesians now

gamelan (music ensemble). One classically

touches – a gold headdress and matching

identify themselves as Muslims but this

Indonesian pose requires dancers to pause

jewellery, fitting accessories for one of Hindu

Hindu epic remains an important part of

with one leg in the air, thigh, shin and bare
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A sunrise at Borobudur is a
major highlight of any trip
to Yogyakarta
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foot positioned at
perfect right angles.
Beyond Rama’s
trusty bow and
arrow, few props are
used. The dancers’

IT’S NOT EXACTLY THE TEMPLE SUNRISE OF MY
DREAMS, BUT THE SERENE FACES OF HUNDREDS
OF MEDITATING BUDDHAS COUNSEL ZEN-LIKE
ACCEPTANCE OF THE SITUATION

elaborate costumes
and the imposing backdrop of floodlit,
thousand-year-old temples provide the only
embellishments to the story.
With Rama’s trials in the forest still fresh
in my mind, I set off in the dead of night on
my own quest: to catch the sunrise from

Ramadan, the Islamic fasting
month, runs from 9 July to 7 August
this year. At around this time each
year, “break-the-fast” markets
spring up across Yogyakarta. Here,
visitors can enjoy a range of local
snacks and delicacies. The largest
market comprises a set of food
stalls set up along Jalan Kauman
near the kraton (palace). There’s
another such market on Jalan
Jogokaryan, near the Prawirotaman
neighbourhood whose restaurants,
cafés and guesthouses are popular
with travellers.
From 3pm to 6pm each day, fresh
dates and Javanese favourites like
banana kolak are sold. The latter
is a dessert made with coconut
milk, palm sugar, pandan and sliced
bananas and served with sticky
rice. During Ramadan, members
of the Muslim community gather
here after sundown to eat and drink
for the first time since the wee
hours of the morning. After a quick
snack, they visit the mosque for
the evening prayer before returning
home to enjoy a large meal with
their families. During the fasting
period, visitors – even non-Muslims
– are asked to respect the markets’
rule forbidding eating before 6pm.
Immediately following Ramadan
on 8-9 August is the Idul Fitri
national holiday. Some shops
may be closed at this time and
traffic is sure to increase as many
Indonesians travel to their home
villages. As families often visit
historical sites together over
the holiday period, expect larger
crowds than usual at Borobudur
and Prambanan.

the world’s largest Buddhist archaeological
site, Borobudur temple. Work on this carved
stupa, fix my gaze on the east and wait.

mountain of stone began around the end of
the eighth century, 300 years before Angkor

Over the next 30 minutes, the darkness

Wat was begun, ending about 75 years later.

lifts so gradually that at first I think it’s just

The Buddhist kings of the Sailendra dynasty

my eyes adjusting to the absence of light.

were building this pilgrimage site at about the

Pitch black gives way to misty grey but the

same time as Hindu kings were constructing

fog is still so thick that I can barely see the

the Prambanan temples, which I sat and

edge of the stone platform, let alone the
distant horizon. A few bats flit by overhead as

admired a few hours earlier just 50km away.
pause briefly to catch my breath under stone

birds in the trees below begin their morning

the car is swallowed by an impenetrable fog.

archways through which millions of pilgrims

chorus. Photographers stand patiently next

Channelling the perseverance of Rama, I

have passed before me. At the top, I can

to their tripods in prime spots between the

push on, firm in the belief that it will lift before

make out rows of bell-shaped domes in the

smaller stupas but we’re all starting to fear

sunrise. With the aid of a torch, I pick my

darkness. Each one contains a statue of the

the worst. Eventually, the first indication that

way up four levels of concrete-block steps

Buddha, visible through stone lattices. I sit

morning has broken arrives in the form of the

to the base of the main stupa. At each level, I

on the raised ledge at the base of the central

call to prayer from a nearby mosque.

I’m within minutes of my destination when
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BREAK THE FAST:
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The demon force field of fog has deprived
me of the scene I dragged myself out of bed
at 3am to see: shards of light glancing off
stone murals with Mt Merapi clearly visible
to the north. Where’s the mythical prince
with his magic, demon-besting bow and
arrow when you need him? Still, the diffuse
light reveals a wealth of intricately carved
bas-reliefs along the outer corridors of
the pyramid-shaped ruins, each depicting
scenes of daily life in ancient Java. It’s not the
temple sunrise of my dreams, but the serene
faces of hundreds of meditating Buddhas
counsel Zen-like acceptance of the situation.
Over the past 24 hours, I’ve attended a
performance of a beloved Hindu epic and
climbed to the top of a Buddhist temple – this
in a country with the world’s largest Muslim
population. I’m starting to get a sense of the
multi-layered amalgam that is religion on the
island of Java. Going deeper, ancient animist
beliefs and traditions are the stem onto
which all other faiths on the island have been
grafted. Animists believe that everything –
animals, plants, geographic features – have
a spiritual essence. To help me understand
the influence of spirit worship on religious
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practices here, my Javanese guide, Sidik
Setiawan, takes me to a church and mosque
in Gunung Sempu, a village at the southern
end of Yogyakarta.
“The Javanese combine elements of
different religions,” Sidik says. “For example,
Christians and Muslims will perform ritual
offerings to cleanse their homes of evil
spirits.” We’re standing in front of a Catholic
church unlike any I’ve seen. The structure

Spectacular Mt Merapi makes
for a stunning backdrop to
Yogyakarta’s many wonders

is a traditional Javanese pendopo, a simple

THE COMBINATION OF DIFFERENT RELIGIOUS TRADITIONS
SEEMS TO BOLSTER THE FAITH OF THE JAVANESE RATHER
THAN WATERING DOWN THEIR BELIEFS

for their fantastical tale.
Back at the amphitheatre, as the
performance nears its dramatic conclusion,
talking eagles and monkey gods come to
Rama’s aid and in a blaze of fire, the evil

PHOTOGRAPHY: ARWEN JOYCE (CHURCH)

princess-abducting demon is vanquished.
open-sided gathering space with a pointed

temple. There’s a minaret, but rather than

Widya and the rest of the performers take

roof. There are no pews inside. In a nearby

a dome the mosque is topped with a typical

their bows as the audience applauds and

courtyard, a tall wooden cross and a replica

Javanese roof. According to Sidik, “the

camera phones are pulled out. The Javanese

of Michelangelo’s “Pietà” are joined by a

family that built this mosque believes in

have a tradition of incorporating new

small animist-style shrine housing the burnt

animism and wanted to incorporate aspects

practices and customs into their culture. As if

remains of incense. Sidik explains that the

of that tradition into their place of worship.”

to prove it, their Facebook pages and Twitter

smell of incense welcomes the ancestral

Contrary to what one might expect, the

feeds will soon be awash with photos of

spirits. All the bases are covered, it seems.

combination of different religious traditions

Muslim dancers dressed as Hindu heroes.

A nearby mosque contains similar signs

seems to bolster the faith of the Javanese

of a mixed religious heritage. We enter the

rather than watering down their beliefs. The

grounds through black carved pillars like

Indian traders who brought The Ramayana to

those found at the entrance to an animist

Java found a receptive audience of animists

tigerair flies regularly to Yogyakarta
from Singapore. Book your flights
at www.tigerair.com
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